
 

‘THE BEACH HOUSE’ 
Synopsis 

 

After losing her advertising job, Caretta “Cara” Rudland (Minka Kelly) leaves Chicago to visit her 
mother, Lovie (Andie MacDowell), in the scenic Lowcountry where she spent her childhood 
summers.  Cara’s childhood was rife with tension from her late, overbearing father, and some of 
this tension still hangs heavy over her impromptu homecoming.  Cara and Lovie don’t share the 
same interests, especially Lovie’s passion for preserving the local turtle population. 
 
Cara – a fish out of water in her city girl heels – runs into her former flame, Brett Beauchamps 
(Chad Michael Murray).  During Cara’s stay, Lovie tries to reunite the former couple with calls to 
Brett to fix things around the house and Cara and Brett reconnect during carefree outings. 
 
Cara is surprised to meet Toy (Makenzie Vega), and to learn that her mother has taken this 
young, pregnant woman into her beach house.  What she doesn’t realize is that Lovie is terminally 
ill and the caretaking is reciprocal.  Lovie, Cara and Toy visit Cara’s brother Palmer (Donny Boaz), 
who inherited his mother’s house and his father’s arrogance.  Cara suspects that Palmer is 
mismanaging Lovie’s money and is appalled when he is rude to Toy. 
 
When the doctor tells Lovie that she does not have much time left to live, she decides to forgo 
radiation so she can enjoy her last summer.  She tells Cara about her diagnosis and Cara plans 
to stay for the rest of the summer.  Trying to make it the best summer yet, Cara follows Lovie, 
Lovie’s friend Flo (Donna Biscoe) and Toy to preserve the area’s wildlife as “turtle ladies,” and 
the three fix up the beach house.  Despite having a falling out with Cara when she rejects his 
efforts to rekindle their romance, Brett cares for Lovie and helps with her turtle saving efforts. 
 
When Palmer insists on selling a plot of land that belonged to Lovie’s first love, who she lost in a 
tragic accident, Lovie finally stands up for herself.  She confronts Palmer about mismanaging her 
money, and refuses to let him develop her beloved beach.  He pushes back at first, but upon 
learning about Lovie’s diagnosis, retreats into sadness. 
 
Cara is offered a promotion if she returns to Chicago and is torn between her career and her new 
life at the beach house.  While Cara considers her next move, a hurricane approaches.  Though 
many evacuate, Lovie stays put to save displaced turtles, and Cara stays with her.  As the 
hurricane hits, Toy faces danger when she finds herself alone and in labor in the storm. 
 
As the storm clears, Cara has a big decision to make: to stay in the beach house that Lovie has 
offered to her and perhaps rekindle a relationship with Brett, or to return to her big city life.  Lovie 
must use the time that she has left to guide Cara, Toy and Palmer toward the fulfilling lives she 
has always wanted for them. 
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